Abstract--We propose a spectral velocity analysis approach to determine ground wave velocity from multi-offset or common midpoint (CMP) ground-penetrating radar (GPR) data. Our method is based on the linear moveout equation of ground wave arrivals and uses the unnormalized crosscorrelation to measure the coherency of the waveforms across the data gather. Peaks in the resulting velocity spectra indicate optimum velocities of linear events present in the data. Thus, our method is conceptually similar to CMP velocity analysis of reflected events where velocity spectra are computed using different coherency measures along hyperbolic trajectories. Furthermore, we propose a simple method to estimate uncertainties of the determined velocities. The introduced measure of uncertainty is based on the width of the maxima in the calculated velocity spectrum. Using different synthetic data examples, we test our approach and evaluate the influence of the true subsurface velocity, the surveying geometry, and the signal frequency on the accuracy of ground wave velocity estimates. Furthermore, we demonstrate the impact of these uncertainties on soil water content derived from these velocity values.
INTRODUCTION
Characterizing the spatial and temporal variation of soil water content is crucial in many hydrological problems. Commonly applied point-measurement methods such as gravimetric sampling, time-domain reflectometry (TDR), and neutron probing [1] are not efficient to investigate soil water content and its variability at the field scale. On the other hand, today's remote sensing approaches do often not provide the spatial resolution required for a detailed understanding of near-surface hydrological processes. Thus, there is an increasing interest in geophysical techniques such as ground-penetrating radar (GPR) because these techniques promise to be efficient in mapping relatively large areas and to close the scaling gap between point measurements and remote sensing (e.g., [2] , [3] ).
GPR velocity information is increasingly used to investigate spatial and temporal variations of soil water content. Different GPR surveying approaches have been proposed to derive subsurface velocity variations including borehole and crosshole experiments, multi-offset reflection surveying, and ground wave velocity determination (e.g., [4] - [8] ). Methods focusing on GPR ground wave events are especially suited to investigate the upper centimeters to decimeters of the subsurface. Here, using constant or multi-offset data the ground wave velocity is usually determined from picked ground wave arrival times. Assuming low loss media, these velocities are converted to dielectric permittivities, which then are translated into soil water content using an appropriate petrophysical model. Ideally, the applied petrophysical relation is checked or developed using site-specific calibration data to minimize uncertainties associated with this translation. Another source of uncertainties, which is difficult to quantify or often simply ignored, is related to the procedure of ground wave velocity determination. For example, in multi-offset or common midpoint (CMP) gathers ground wave velocities are usually determined by manually fitting a straight line through the interpreted ground wave arrivals [5] , [8] . However, this procedure is rather subjective, often not reproducible, and provides no information on the inherent uncertainties. For example, this uncertainties can be introduced by the used surveying geometry or interference phenomena of the ground wave event with shallow reflected or air wave events, how it was demonstrated for real data by [9] , [10] and for FDTD modeled data by [11] , [12] .
In the following, we propose a ground wave velocity analysis method based on velocity spectra calculated using linear moveout corrections. In addition to find the optimum ground wave velocity in multi-offset data gathers, our method can also be used to estimate the uncertainties associated with this procedure. After presenting the methodological background, we use a synthetic example to illustrate the feasibility of our method. Finally, we analyze uncertainties in ground wave velocity determination and its impact on derived values of soil water content for different typical surveying geometries and antenna frequencies.
Wave Velocities: an Approach Based on Spectral Velocity Analysis
II. METHODOLOGY
In reflection seismology and GPR surveying, velocity spectra are standard tools to extract velocity information from reflected events observed in CMP data gathers [13] , [14] . Here, normal moveout (NMO) based analyses are used to test different predefined velocity values. The final velocity spectrum is calculated using different measures of coherency (e.g., semblance or unnormalized crosscorrelation), which measure the coherency of the waveforms across the data gather in a predefined time window centered on hyperbolic trajectories calculated using the NMO equation. The optimum stacking or root-mean square (RMS) velocities are then found by picking the maxima in the spectrum corresponding to primary reflection events in the CMP gather. Under certain assumptions (e.g., horizontal layering), the derived RMS velocity models can be converted to interval velocities and, then, be used for further analyses and interpretations.
Here, we modify the above outlined procedure of calculating velocity spectra in order to analyze ground wave events in multi-offset and CMP GPR data gathers, respectively. Instead of using the NMO equation (describing hyperbolic moveout), we use a linear moveout (LMO) model to describe the linear dependency of ground wave arrival times on antenna offset in a constant velocity medium. In this study, we use the unnormalized crosscorrelation CC as measure of coherency. Following [13] , CC is calculated by where f i,t(i) is the amplitude of the i-th trace at time t(i) and M is the number of traces in the analyzed data gather. Using the LMO equation for ground wave arrivals, t(i) is calculated for each trace and each trial velocity. In equation (1), the outer summation is over all time samples t within a pre-defined time gate. The edges of this correlation gate are tapered using a Hamming window and the length of the gate is chosen to be in the range of the wavelet period, which is also common practice in reflection seismology [15] . In the resulting velocity spectrum (CC as function of velocity and time), peak values indicate optimum velocities to describe the corresponding linear events in the analyzed CMP gather. Sharp maxima can be associated with well-defined velocity values, while smeared, flat maxima indicate that a range of tested velocities explain the data almost equally well. This observation offers the opportunity to derive velocity uncertainties from the calculated map of CC values. In this study, we measure the width of the maxima at 90% of the observed peak CC value and use the corresponding velocity range to quantify the uncertainties in our analysis procedure.
III. SYNTHETIC EXAMPLES
To further illustrate our approach, we have generated a synthetic CMP gathers using time-shifted Ricker wavelets with a center frequency of 500 MHz (Fig. 1a) . This synthetic example was calculated using a spatial and temporal sampling is 0.01 m and 0.05 ns, respectively, and a maximum offset of 3 m. The gather shows two linear events with velocities of 0.15 m/ns and 0.3 m/ns simulating ground and air wave arrivals, respectively. Fig. 1b illustrates the result of our LMO based velocity analysis. Maximum CC values are found around 0.15 m/ns and 0.3 m/ns reflecting the velocities of the ground and air waves in Fig. 1a . Furthermore, we see that the CC maximum associated with the steep ground wave event is significantly sharper compared to relatively flat air wave event (Fig. 1b) . This already indicates that, in this example, the ground wave velocity estimate is more accurate compared to the air wave velocity estimate. Using our above defined uncertainty criterion (90% of the peak CC values associated with a certain event), we find a velocity error of 0.0035 m/ns and 0.0141 m/ns for the ground and air wave velocity, respectively. From this example, we learn that the velocity step size used in the analysis should be sufficiently small to accurately depict the shape of the maxima (<10 -4 m/ns). To analyze more systematically ground wave velocity uncertainties and the influence of subsurface velocity, data frequency and surveying geometry, we have generated a variety of synthetic CMP gathers (comparable to Fig. 1a ). Using the above outlined procedure, we have determined the uncertainties in velocity (absolute and relative errors) as well as the impact of this error on water content estimates derived from ground wave velocities. In doing so, we assume low loss media and use Topp's equation [16] to compute the range of water content corresponding to the range of velocities derived from our above defined uncertainty estimate. Fig. 2 illustrates the results of this procedure for synthetic CMP gathers generated using a fixed wavelet frequency (1 GHz), a fixed maximum offset (0.5 m), a fixed trace spacing (0.1 m) and ground wave velocities varying between 0.05 m/ns and 0.2 m/ns. Fig. 2a shows the absolute velocity errors derived from the velocity spectra and Fig. 2b the corresponding relative errors illustrating increasing uncertainty with increasing wave velocity. In Fig. 2c and 2d , we show the absolute and relative errors of derived water content. While the absolute error in water content shows a clear maximum around 0.2, the relative error shows an exponential-like decrease with increasing velocity. These observations are related to the non-linear transformation used to compute water content from ground wave velocity. In Fig. 3a , we investigate the influence of wavelet frequency on the accuracy of derived ground wave velocity using a fixed survey geometry (maximum offset 2.0 m, trace spacing 0.1 m). Again, subsurface velocities are varied between 0.05 m/ns and 0.2 m/ns while wavelet frequency is varied between 250 MHz and 1 GHz. We observe a clear dependency on wavelet frequency; i.e., the higher the frequency the lower the relative error of velocity. The corresponding relative errors in derived water content values are illustrated in Fig. 4a . For all frequencies, the relative error decreases with increasing water content (comparable to Fig. 2d ). In addition, there is a clear effect of wavelet frequency; i.e., the higher the frequency the lower the relative error in water content. The influence of the maximum offset recorded in a CMP gather on the relative velocity error is illustrated in Fig. 3b . Here, a fixed wavelet frequency of 250 MHz and a fixed trace spacing of 0.1 m have been used, while the maximum offsets considered for velocity analysis are varied between 0.5 m and 2.0 m. Comparable to Fig. 3a , a linear increase of the relative velocity errors with increasing subsurface velocities is observed for each offset. Furthermore, the influence of the maximum offset considered is obvious; i.e., increasing maximum offset decreases the relative error of velocity. In Fig. 4b , we show the corresponding relative errors in water content, where we clearly see that increasing the offsets results in decreased relative errors in water content. 
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A LMO based spectral velocity analysis method has been proposed to estimate GPR ground wave velocities from multioffset and CMP data, respectively. In contrast to common practice, which is largely based on manually fitting ground wave arrivals, our method allows for a more objective and reproducible analysis to find the optimum velocity. Furthermore, it can be used to quantify uncertainties in determining ground wave velocities by measuring the width of the maxima in the calculated velocity spectra. Although our introduced measure of uncertainty can be considered as a rather arbitrary measure, we believe that this is in important step towards quantifying and communicating the errors in GPR ground wave velocity experiments.
The shown synthetic examples have demonstrated that the accuracy of ground wave velocity determination depends (i) on the true subsurface velocity, (ii) on the frequency content of the data, and (iii) on the geometry of the experiment (maximum offsets available). For typical surveying parameters and signal frequencies, our examples demonstrate that relative errors in velocities are often >5%. These findings have important implications for survey design and might be critical when GPR ground wave velocities are translated into water content. Assuming a low loss underground where Topp's equation is valid, our studies have demonstrated that the relative error in water content increases exponentially with decreasing water content with typical values around 10% to 20%. As soil water content estimation is a typical application of ground wave experiments, these examples might help to estimate typical uncertainties in such applications.
In this study, we have used rather simple synthetic examples consisting of time-shifted Ricker wavelets and, thus, ignoring important phenomena of GPR wave propagation such absorption and scattering. Therefore, future work will focus on more realistic synthetic data (e.g., generated using finitedifference methods for full waveform modeling) and real field data. This will allow us to investigate other potentially critical factors including the influence of data processing and subsurface heterogeneities on the accuracy of ground wave velocity estimates.
